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Outstanding Learning and Progress
Going one step further to deliver lessons that your students and
Ofsted will love

Price: £299+VAT

Suitable for
Teachers and leaders aiming to maximise
teaching and learning of students at key
stages 3 & 4.

Timings: 10am - 4pm

Teaching outstanding lessons is an aspiration that all teachers share. This
course will show you how to deliver outstanding lessons, making them
highly successful and engaging for your students. Along the way you will
really get under the skin of what Ofsted deem outstanding and hone your
teaching skills in order to teach great lessons consistently.

Course content
• Understand what it means for learning to be outstanding according to
Ofsted and how close you are to achieving it
• Develop pupil-centred strategies to ensure you build positive
relationships with your learners so outstanding learning can take place
• Explore ideas, resources, techniques, and models of excellent practice
to support outstanding learning and progress
• Robustly monitor your students’ achievement and set meaningful
targets to maximise progress

Call: 0800 881 8185
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Outstanding Leadership in EYFS
Gain confidence in your leadership ability as an EYFS
practitioner and capacity to take others with you on an
improvement journey
Course reference: 1168ZUA

Price: £269+VAT

Course content
• Fully understand what makes strong and effective leadership in the
early years foundation stage
• Recognise what outstanding settings and good leaders do well and
why it has impact and success
• Become familiar with the key benefits to pupils and staff of outstanding
leadership in EYFS
• Have the tools to audit and alter your own practice resulting in
maximum impact for all those within your early years setting

|

We run courses in 11 cities across the country

view dates

Timings: 10am - 4pm

Through practical activities, self reflection and analysis, combined with the
latest research and Ofsted requirements, identify the strengths of your own
practice, your team and your learning environment and formulate a precise
action plan for targeted improvement.

Call: 0800 881 8185

Course dates

Suitable for
This course is suitable for EYFS teachers
and current and aspiring EYFS leaders.
This course will provide you with a guide to
what Ofsted are looking for and how the best
settings are led and managed.

www.creativeeducation.co.uk/1168

99%

|

of delegates rate our
courses as ‘Good’ or
‘Outstanding’

Fax: 020 7190 5853

Outstanding Lessons in EYFS
Maximise the effectiveness of your teaching to engage and
excite students at EYFS

Course dates

We run courses in 11 cities across the country
Course reference: 1045ZUA

Price: £269+VAT

view dates

Timings: 10am - 4pm

This course is aimed at exploring what an outstanding lesson is and how
teachers and TAs can maximise the number of outstanding lessons they
deliver. This course reviews practical examples and gives delegates
strategies for both planning and delivery. This course is suitable for all
classroom based staff.

Suitable for
Primary school teachers.

Course content
•
•
•
•
•
•

What makes an outstanding lesson
What are Ofsted looking for in the New Frameworks
Monitoring our own performance
Plan for outstanding EYFS sessions
Outstanding teaching
Develop practical strategies for outstanding provision

Very informative. A good way to
self-evaluate our setting and make
improvements before Ofsted.
Hazel Roe - Essendine Primary
School

Call: 0800 881 8185
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Outstanding Lessons in FE
Practical ways to create outstanding lessons that engage all
students post 16

Course dates

We run courses in 11 cities across the country
Course reference: 8248ZUA

Price: £299+VAT

view dates

Timings: 10am - 4pm

This course will provide you with an overview of the latest guidance for
what makes an outstanding lesson in FE. You will be able to prepare
confidently for an inspection visit or develop effective internal audits/
observations. Teachers and management will know what is expected of a
good and outstanding lesson, making them highly successful and engaging
for your students.

Suitable for
FE teachers and leaders aiming to maximise
teaching and learning of students.

Course content
• Understand what it means for learning to be outstanding in FE
according to Ofsted and how close you are to achieving it
• Develop student-centred strategies to ensure you build positive
relationships with your learners so outstanding learning can take place
• Explore ideas, resources, techniques, and models of excellent practice
to engage pupils and deliver appropriate pace and progress
• Robustly monitor your students’ achievement and set meaningful
targets to maximise progress

Call: 0800 881 8185
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99%

|

of delegates rate our
courses as ‘Good’ or
‘Outstanding’
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Outstanding Lessons in Primary
How to plan and teach lessons that will get the best out of your
students

Course dates

We run courses in 11 cities across the country
Course reference: 1046ZUA

Price: £269+VAT

view dates

Timings: 10am - 4pm

This course is aimed at exploring what an outstanding lesson is and how
teachers and TAs can maximise the number of outstanding lessons they
deliver. This course reviews practical examples and will give delegates
strategies for both planning and delivery. This course is suitable for all
classroom based staff.

Suitable for
Primary teachers.

Course content
•
•
•
•
•
•

What makes an outstanding lesson
What are Ofsted looking for in the New Inspection Framework
Monitoring our own performance
Plan outstanding lessons
Outstanding teaching
Develop practical strategies for outstanding lessons

I thoroughly enjoyed it. Lots to
think about and take back to staff
at school.
Jasmine Mirza - Chantry Primary
School

Call: 0800 881 8185
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Outstanding Lessons in Primary Numeracy –
New Curriculum
Purposeful strategies for leading and inspiring outstanding
numeracy learning in the primary classroom
Course reference: 1117ZUA

Price: £269+VAT

Course dates

We run courses in 11 cities across the country

view dates

Timings: 10am - 4pm

The new primary curriculum and Ofsted expectations place a higher
expectation on teachers to deliver outstanding numeracy lessons as a
means of raising standards. This course offers practical tips and examines
how high performing jurisdictions such as Singapore have applied
the mastery model in classrooms leading to an astonishing impact on
standards.

Suitable for
Primary numeracy teachers.

Course content
• What does an outstanding numeracy lesson look like? – Tips on raising
standards from good to outstanding in the classroom
• Understanding the new numeracy curriculum – Learning from other
countries?
• Meeting the needs of all learners in the primary numeracy lesson
• Assessments, evaluations and planning for excellence

Call: 0800 881 8185
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www.creativeeducation.co.uk/1117

Some lovely fresh ideas to
implement in my lessons.
Lynsey Ferguson - Cestria Primary
School
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Fax: 020 7190 5853

Outstanding Teaching at BTEC Level 3
Creative ideas for teachers of BTEC Nationals

Price: £299+VAT

Timings: 10am - 4pm

BTEC vocational courses have the potential to develop essential
employability skills of independent learning, enquiry and critical evaluation.
This course will give you practical ideas to enhance the vocational
elements of BTEC and also differentiate planning and assessment to
provide outstanding assignments to challenge and engage all students.

Suitable for
BTEC level 3 teachers, curriculum managers
or co-ordinators who wish to develop creative
and effective approaches to outstanding
provision.

Course content
• Develop creative methods of planning effective assessments,
assignments, and the curriculum – focusing on making the vocational
elements work
• Use the criteria to effectively differentiate - stretching and challenging
all your students
• Develop effective and timely feedback to maximise student motivation
and establish rigorous target setting
• Encourage skills of independent learning and enquiry and preparing
your students for employment

Call: 0800 881 8185
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Subject

Dates

Applied Science

view dates

Business

view dates

Music and Music
Technology

view dates

Sport

view dates
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Outstanding Teaching for the BTEC First
Be confident in teaching the new specification
Suitable for
Price: £299+VAT

Timings: 10am - 4pm

BTEC first teachers, curriculum managers or
coordinators who wish to develop creative and
effective approaches to outstanding provision.

Get to grips with the new specification and learn the tricks to delivering
outstanding vocational learning in your school. You will explore ways of
developing high impact assignments, stress free assessments and explore
a range of teaching methods which will help students become more
employable.

Course content
• Implement the updates on the new generation of BTECs
• Ensure the more able learners are accredited for high achievement
• Create exciting and relevant assignments that also help to developing
work related skills
• Understand and apply the new grading criteria

Call: 0800 881 8185
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Subject

Dates

Applied Science

view dates

Art & Design

view dates

Business

view dates

Music

view dates

Performing Arts

view dates

Sport

view dates
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Reasons to choose Creative Education
20 years of experience delivering high quality CPD training to
teachers and senior leaders.
Over 300 courses aimed at teachers, heads of department,
middle and senior leaders and school support and premises
staff.
Our courses are rated “Good” or “Outstanding” by 99% of
delegates.
Courses held in 11 convenient locations across the country.
Our courses provide you with practical advice and strategies
that can be used immediately.
In-house Training can be delivered throughout the year to
provide you with the training you want, when you want it.
Our ready-made, tried and tested courses can be tailored to
meet the needs of you and your staff in an In-house Training
session.
An ever growing range of e-Learning training flexible to fit
around the busy schedules of school staff.
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